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Biologic Concentration Testing in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Byron P. Vaughn, MD,*† William J. Sandborn, MD,‡ and Adam S. Cheifetz, MD*

Abstract: Anti-TNF medications have revolutionized the care of patients with inflammatory bowel disease. However, despite an initial robust effect, loss of response is common and long-term results are disappointing. Much of this lack of durability may be due to inadequate dose optimization, and recent studies suggest a correlation between serum drug concentrations and clinical outcomes. Currently, in clinical practice, measurement of drug concentrations and antibodies to drug are typically performed only when a patient presents with active inflammatory bowel disease symptoms or during a potential immune-mediated reaction to anti-TNF (“reactive” setting). However, proactive monitoring of anti-TNF concentrations with titration to a therapeutic window (i.e., therapeutic concentration monitoring) represents a new strategy with many potential clinical benefits including prevention of immunogenicity, less need for IFX rescue therapy, and greater durability of IFX treatment. This review will cover the salient features of anti-TNF pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics and provide a rational approach for the use of anti-TNF concentration testing in both the reactive and proactive settings.
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Anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) antibodies have revolutionized the care of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Infliximab (IFX) was the first anti-TNF approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 1998 for the treatment of Crohn’s disease (CD). Since then, adalimumab (ADA) and certolizumab pegol (CTP) have been approved for use in CD, whereas IFX, ADA, and golimumab (GOL) have been approved for the treatment of ulcerative colitis. Unfortunately, the long-term results have been somewhat disappointing with less than one-third of responders maintaining remission at 1 year.1 Much of this lack of durability may be due to inadequate dose optimization or infrequent use of combination therapy with immunosuppressive agents. Recent studies suggest a correlation between serum drug concentrations and clinical outcomes including clinical and endoscopic remission.2–4 However, in clinical practice, measurement of drug concentrations and antibody concentrations are typically performed only when a patient presents with active IBD symptoms or during a potential immune-mediated reaction to anti-TNF (“reactive” setting).5 Recently, preliminary data on the “proactive” measurement of IFX concentrations during routine therapy have suggested that this strategy might lead to superior clinical outcomes, including less need for IFX rescue therapy and greater durability of IFX treatment.6,7

The process of therapeutic concentration monitoring (TCM) is the measurement of serum trough concentrations with dosing titration to achieve concentrations within a prespecified therapeutic range. Although commonly performed for other medications, such as cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and certain antibiotics,6–10 TCM is not currently used for biologic agents. This review will outline the relevant pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of anti-TNFs and discuss the potential beneficial role the expanded use of TCM for anti-TNF therapy in IBD.

PHARMACOKINETICS OF ANTI-TNF ANTIBODIES

Absorption and Clearance
Pharmacokinetics is the study of the absorption, distribution, and elimination of a given medication.11 The goal of pharmacokinetics is to identify drug dosing regimen that results in a safe and effective drug concentration in a given patient. Understanding pharmacokinetic principles of anti-TNF agents are essential for optimal dosing and efficacy. Pharmacokinetics varies between anti-TNFs based on drug makeup, route of administration, degradation, and elimination. IFX is infused intravenously, which allows a large bolus of drug to enter the system at once through the venous blood, followed by direct diffusion into the tissue resulting in a high peak concentration immediately after the infusion, which tends to be reproducible between individuals.12–14 ADA, CTP, and GOL are injected subcutaneously (SC), which
tends to have a more variable absorption, likely related to lymphatic absorption of drug before reaching the venous system. Thus, drugs administered SC take longer to reach the systemic circulation, with peak drug concentrations not occurring until up to 10 days after injection. The bioavailability of SC administration also varies greatly, ranging from 50% to 100%.

Degradation and elimination of monoclonal antibodies, including IFX, ADA, and GOL is primarily regulated by the reticuloendothelial system. IgG elimination (and thus anti-TNF elimination) occurs primarily via uptake into a cell through receptor-mediated endocytosis and subsequent intracellular catabolism. Various endogenous mechanisms are in place to protect human antibodies from being metabolized. These mechanisms likely contribute to the variation in half-life between murine IgG (1–2 d), murine/human chimeric antibodies (10–14 d), and fully humanized antibodies (10–20 d). An important clinical note is that at times of inflammation, these pathways can be saturated, thus decreasing the half-life of all antibodies (including anti-TNF antibodies) in circulation.

In addition to humanizing anti-TNFs, they can be modified to have the Fc portion removed and replaced with a polyethylene glycol chain, such as CTP. This extends the half-life of the molecule by 2 weeks in the plasma and decreases the probability of antidrug antibody development but does not eliminate it. Additional factors aside from the makeup of the drug also have a significant impact on clearance. In a pharmacokinetic analysis of ACT1 and ACT2, body weight, sex, albumin, and ATI status were independently associated with serum IFX concentration. Genetics and volume of distribution likely account for at least some of the gender and weight differences. Low albumin has been consistently associated with low IFX concentrations and increased clearance and may be related to inflammation and increased protein loss, including IFX, in the stool of patients with active IBD. When present, antidrug antibodies (immunogenicity) become a dominant factor affecting anti-TNF medications as it increases the clearance through phagocytosis. Although many factors affecting clearance of an anti-TNF are fixed (e.g., route of administration, gender, genetic predisposition), preventing antibodies to anti-TNFs represents one of the key potential benefits of TCM.

Immunogenicity

The immunogenicity of anti-TNFs is complex and affected by multiple drug, provider, and patient factors. Anti-TNFs with a murine component (IFX) is inherently more immunogenic that fully humanized antibodies. The route of administration is also important as SC administration exposes the drug to more antigenic cells, such as dendritic cells. Storage elements, such as temperature, light exposure, and agitation can lead to protein aggregation and increased immunogenicity. Certain provider factors, such as induction dosing, scheduled dosing, and the coadministration of immunosuppressives are protective against the development of antidrug antibodies. Patient factors, such as gender and weight, described above can also affect drug clearance, concentration, and antibody development. The underlying genetic makeup of an individual also determines one’s predisposition to antidrug antibody formation. In one study of patients on ADA, IL10 polymorphisms were associated with increased antibody formation. This may account for the observation that patients who develop antibodies to IFX are prone to develop antibodies to ADA. Thus, despite optimizing all other factors, some patients may still be inherently at risk for developing antidrug antibodies.

The development of antibodies to anti-TNF medications has the potential to lead to at least 3 clinically relevant scenarios: increased clearance, infusion reactions, or induction of autoimmunity. Antibodies to biologics are typically IgG antibodies. Increased binding of antibodies to a biologic will increase clearance through phagocytosis. Development of antibodies to anti-TNF antibodies has been associated with secondary loss of response and infusion reactions. However, the development of low-level antibodies seems to present a different scenario than high-titer antibodies. Low-titer ATI are less likely to lead to infusion reactions or cessation of IFX therapy compared with patients with high-titer ATI. There remains controversy regarding antibody status, especially in the setting of both detectable serum drug concentration and detectable antibody to drug concentration. However, the prevailing notion is that even low-level immunogenicity leads to increased clearance and increases the probability of infusion reactions.

Based on these pharmacokinetic principles, variations of serum drug concentration should be expected to occur both between individuals and within an individual over time. Before reviewing the clinical effect of serum drug concentrations (i.e., the pharmacodynamics), we will first review the types of testing available for serum monoclonal antibody concentration.

TYPES OF CONCENTRATION TESTING

There is no standardized test for measuring a monoclonal antibody or antidrug antibodies. Various laboratories use different assays, which ultimately limit the ability to directly compare concentrations between assays. The bulk of antibody testing is currently performed for IFX, although recently, testing for ADA concentrations and antibodies has become commercially available as well.

Infliximab

There are 3 common methods to measure IFX serum concentration and antibody status: enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), radio-immunoassay (RIA), and fluid phase mobility shift assay. Bridging ELISA testing is probably the most common form of testing. The lower limit of detection for this test ranges based on the assay from 1.4 to 0.002 μg/mL. This method can also be used to detect ATI; however, the presence of IFX in the serum will interfere with ATI testing. Thus, ATI is only measurable when serum IFX is undetectable.
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laboratories in Denmark and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{39} RIA is a sensitive, specific, and inexpensive form of testing that is similar to ELISA but uses a radioactive reagent, thus limiting its practical use.\textsuperscript{40} Similar to ELISA, RIA cannot detect ATI in the presence of IFX.

Prometheus Laboratories (San Diego, CA) has commercialized a fluid phase mobility shift assay. The mobility shift assay uses high-performance liquid chromatography to measure both IFX concentration and ATI.\textsuperscript{38} This test was developed as an alternative to ELISA and RIA, neither of which can measure ATI when IFX is detectable in the serum. The ability to detect ATI in the presence of serum IFX is an advantage; however, the cost of the assay may limit its widespread use. More recently, Labcorp developed an ECLIA (electrochemiluminescence immunoassay), which has a lower limit of detection than ELISA (0.4 µg/mL) and can also measure ATI in the presence of serum IFX. However, no clinical validation data are available with this assay, and so its current use in clinical practice is uncertain.

**ADA and CTP**

Similar to IFX, ADA is most commonly tested by ELISA as described above. There are 2 tests for ADA that are commercially available in the U.S. Labcorp developed ECLIA testing for ADA and antibody to ADA concentration (AAA), and Prometheus laboratories has a fluid phase mobility shift assay to detect both ADA concentration and AAA. Similar to the situation described above for IFX, no clinical validation data are available with the Labcorp assay, and so its current use in clinical practice is limited. CTP concentration can be measured through ELISA for research purposes; however, as of the writing of this review, there are no commercial tests available.

**PHARMACODYNAMICS OF ANTI-TNF: CONCENTRATION AND OUTCOME**

Pharmacodynamics is the quantitative effect of a drug on the body.\textsuperscript{31} This includes both the desired therapeutic effect and unwanted toxic effects. Ideally, a drug is dosed to maximize the clinical effect in a patient without any toxic effects. This dose range is sometimes referred to as a therapeutic window. The therapeutic window for anti-TNF medications has not been defined; however, based on the current evidence, it is possible to draw reasonable conclusions regarding the trough concentration.

Numerous studies have attempted to determine the minimally effective dose and are summarized in Table 1.\textsuperscript{41–51} Mechanistically, maintaining a detectable trough concentration is logical as the goal of maintenance drug therapy is to have continuous suppression of disease. Additionally, continuously detectable trough concentrations likely decrease immunogenicity.\textsuperscript{26,32,33} Clinically, trough concentrations (typically IFX > 3 µg/mL) have been associated with improved outcomes, including clinical remission and mucosal healing.\textsuperscript{41,47} Based on these studies, it seems reasonable to focus on titrating an anti-TNF to the minimal effective concentration rather than a standard weight-based or one size fits all dosing. This allows for both dose escalation of an anti-TNF, which will improve clinical response and likely decrease antibody formation and dose de-escalation to avoid unnecessarily high drug concentrations and a potentially increased risk of adverse events. Although most of the data focus on IFX, the principles of targeting to a therapeutic window can likely be applied across all anti-TNF, but the ideal upper and lower trough concentration will need to be defined for each anti-TNF individually.

**ANTI-TNF CONCENTRATION AND ANTIBODY TESTING IN PRACTICE**

**Reactive Testing**

Currently, drug concentration and antibody measurement is typically done when a patient is symptomatic, i.e., reactive testing. This is most commonly done for IFX, although testing for ADA is now available. Symptoms that prompt reactive testing typically include recurrence of gastrointestinal symptoms or concern for an antibody-mediated side effect. Reactive testing provides several potential benefits over empiric dose escalation including appropriately directing care. IFX concentration and ATI measurement can identify patients in whom empiric dose escalation would not be appropriate, such as those with a therapeutic IFX concentration or those with high-titer ATI. Using a decision analysis model, a recent study demonstrated similar outcomes between empirical dose escalation and reactive testing with regards to clinical remission and improvement, but at a lower cost for reactive concentration testing.\textsuperscript{52} This algorithm was subsequently confirmed by a randomized controlled trial.\textsuperscript{53} Additionally, a recently prospective study demonstrated that two-thirds of patients with low ADA trough concentrations (<4.9 µg/mL) and undetectable antidrug antibodies (<10 ng/mL) had a clinical response to ADA dose optimization, whereas only 12% of patients with detectable antidrug antibodies had clinical improvement after empiric dose escalation.\textsuperscript{51} This later group responded well when transitioned to IFX. Additionally, only one-third of patients with adequate ADA trough concentrations (>4.9 µg/mL) responded to weekly ADA and even fewer responded when transitioned to IFX.

Empiric dose escalation for disease recurrence in a patient who has either high antidrug antibody or therapeutic anti-TNF concentrations is unlikely to provide any benefit and may expose them to harm from high doses of the drug or antibody-mediated adverse events. Conversely, correctly identifying those patients with low or undetectable IFX concentration allows directed therapy to those patients who are likely to benefit from it. Knowing the drug concentration and antibody status allows for appropriate titration of an anti-TNF or changing therapy to a new anti-TNF or new class, thus sparing unnecessary use of a drug. Reactive testing is an excellent example of personalized medicine and should routinely be performed when there is a concern for loss of response or antibody-mediated reaction to an anti-TNF. A treatment algorithm for using reactive testing to IFX is shown in Figure 1.
Before randomization, all patients in stable CTP Higher quartile (mean value for a significantly higher proportion of patients with CD went into clinical remission (88% versus 64% preoptimization, P = 0.02). There was a trend for improvement with dose escalation in patients with ulcerative colitis, but this did not reach statistical significance. Additionally, dose reduction in the optimization phase did not have any effect on remission rates for either CD or ulcerative colitis. After achieving an adequate trough concentration, patients were randomized to dosing based on IFX trough concentration or based on symptoms and C-reactive protein. The primary endpoint of the study, clinical remission at 1 year, was similar in both groups (69.1 and 71.7 for clinically based and trough concentration-based groups, respectively, P = 0.77). However, 17.3% of patients who had clinically based dosing required rescue therapy at the end of the study period versus 5.5% of the group dosed by trough concentration. Based on the results of the optimization phase and the secondary endpoints, the authors recommended dose optimization to 3–7 μg/mL with re-evaluation of IFX concentration after 6 months.

Our own work has demonstrated a long-term benefit in IFX trough concentration monitoring and dose optimization with the greatest benefit for those who achieved an IFX trough concentration of at least 5 μg/mL (Fig. 2). We analyzed a retrospective cohort that underwent proactive TCM and compared them with similar IBD controls that were treated with standard of care (i.e., reactive testing or empiric dose escalation if needed). In our

### TABLE 1. Summary of Trials Associating Anti-TNF Drug Concentration to Clinical Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Clinical Outcome</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;41&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>Detectable</td>
<td>Clinical remission, CRP, endoscopic remission</td>
<td>Trough assessed after 1 yr (range, after 6–37 infusion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;42&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>&gt;3.5</td>
<td>Sustained response</td>
<td>Post hoc analysis of ACCENT I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;43&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>Sustained response</td>
<td>Week 14 or 24 trough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>&gt;5.6</td>
<td>Reduced CRP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;45&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>Undetectable</td>
<td>Loss of response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC&lt;sup&gt;46&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>&gt;7.19</td>
<td>Sustained response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC&lt;sup&gt;47&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>Detectable</td>
<td>Higher rates of remission, endoscopic improvement</td>
<td>Undetectable serum IFX associated with colectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/UC&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IFX</td>
<td>&gt;3.8</td>
<td>Failed to respond in IFX or change to another anti-TNF</td>
<td>Population was patients with LOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/UC&lt;sup&gt;49&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>&gt;4.9</td>
<td>Mucosal healing</td>
<td>Higher trough concentrations associated with clinical remission and mucosal healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/UC&lt;sup&gt;50&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>&gt;4.5</td>
<td>Failed to respond in ADA or change to another anti-TNF</td>
<td>Population was patients with LOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/UC&lt;sup&gt;51&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>&lt;4.9 μg/mL</td>
<td>Clinical response to ADA dose intensification</td>
<td>Prospective trial with ADA demonstrating benefit of dose optimization for low trough concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC&lt;sup&gt;52&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>&gt;4.58 μg/mL</td>
<td>Week 12 clinical response</td>
<td>Week 2–4 concentration predicts week 12 response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD&lt;sup&gt;49&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CTP</td>
<td>Higher quartile (mean value for highest quartile: 30.1 μg/mL)</td>
<td>Endoscopic and clinical response and remission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UC, ulcerative colitis; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

### Proactive Testing

Although reactive testing seems superior to empiric dose escalation, both strategies are designed to manage patients who are already symptomatic and failing treatment. A more optimal approach would allow optimization of IFX dosing from the outset to help minimize or avoid the loss of response and antibody-mediated reactions. Proactive monitoring of IFX concentrations with dose optimization offers the potential for such an approach. Although proactive TCM of anti-TNFs is not currently the standard of care, recent evidence suggests that routine monitoring of IFX trough concentrations with dosing to a therapeutic window may be a more optimal way forward.

The TAXIT trial (Trough Level Adapted Treatment) was a randomized controlled trial of 251 patients that dose optimized all patients into a therapeutic window and then compared drug concentration dosing versus clinically based dosing for IFX maintenance therapy.<sup>5</sup> Before randomization, all patients in stable clinical response underwent a dose optimization phase where IFX was titrated to a trough concentration of 3–7 μL/mL. Interestingly, when initially tested, only 44% of patients in stable clinical response were in the defined therapeutic window. Twenty-six percent had a trough greater than 7 μg/mL, 21% had a detectable trough but at less than 3 μg/mL, whereas 9% had concentrations that were undetectable. After the optimization phase, among patients who underwent dose escalation for a low trough,
cohort, we defined a therapeutic window as 5 to 10 μg/mL based on institutional experience dosing IFX. Using this definition, only 29% of patients had a therapeutic trough concentration on initial testing, whereas 48% measured less than 5 μg/mL including 15% with undetectable concentrations. We found that patients who had proactive testing stopped IFX less frequently (10% versus 31%, \( P = 0.009 \)) and remained on IFX for a longer duration (log rank test \( P = 0.0006 \)). No patients in the proactively monitored group developed acute infusion reactions or disease recurrence, while those were the 2 main reasons for stopping IFX treatment in the standard of care group. Proactive testing resulted in only minor dose changes to achieve these benefits. The median dose escalation required in the setting of proactive monitoring was 100 mg of IFX (range, 50–250 mg). These early observations suggest

**FIGURE 1.** Clinical algorithm for using reactive IFX concentration and antibody status to guide therapy decisions. *Exact upper and lower limit are unknown. The authors suggest a therapeutic concentration to be 5 to 10 μg/mL, whereas a low concentration is <5 μg/mL. IMM: Immunomodulator.*

**FIGURE 2.** A, Probability of continuing on IFX among patients who had proactive TCM of IFX through trough concentration monitoring versus control group of patients treated with standard of care (HR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.1–0.6; log rank test; \( P = 0.0006 \)). B, Probability of continuing IFX based on trough concentration. Log rank test for IFX trough ≥5 μg/mL (at any point in therapy) versus never achieving an IFX trough <5 mg/mL, \( P < 0.0001 \) (HR: 0.03; 95% CI, 0.001–0.1). Log rank test for IFX trough ≥5 μg/mL versus no trough testing, \( P < 0.0001 \) (HR: 0.2; 95% CI, 0.07–0.4). Log rank test for IFX trough <5 μg/mL (at any point in therapy) versus no trough testing, \( P = 0.6 \) (HR: 1.3; 95% CI, 0.5–3.3). Adapted from Vaughn et al. Adaptations are themselves works protected by copyright. So in order to publish this adaptation, authorization must be obtained both from the owner of the copyright in the original work and from the owner of copyright in the translation or adaptation.”
a strong benefit to proactive TCM of IFX, which could have a significant impact on the duration of IFX maintenance therapy. A proposed algorithm for using proactive TCM for IFX is shown in Figure 3.

**Optimized Monotherapy of Anti-TNFs**

Current evidence suggests that combination of an anti-TNF with an immunomodulator is the most efficacious treatment for new onset IBD. Interestingly, in both ACCENT I and SONIC, patients who had beneficial clinical outcomes on combination therapy had a higher median IFX trough concentration. Thus, an important benefit of combination therapy may be in achieving a higher IFX concentration and preventing antibody formation. It is possible that this effect may be achievable with just titration of IFX as monotherapy without the need for combination therapy. In our own cohort, we found that the majority of patients who had proactive TCM of IFX were on monotherapy with IFX or could de-escalate from combination therapy to monotherapy with IFX. The 31 patients on monotherapy who were optimized (defined by achieving a trough concentration of > 3 μg/mL) had an excellent clinical course with no need to stop IFX monotherapy over the course of the study (median of 175 wk). If these were confirmed prospectively, it is likely that optimized monotherapy with anti-TNF would be a preferable strategy to patients (due to a decreased risk of adverse events related to combination therapy). However, the cost-effectiveness of this approach is unknown.

One of the main issues regarding proactive TCM for anti-TNF is cost. There is both the cost of the test itself and the cost of potentially increasing the anti-TNF dose for patients who are otherwise doing well clinically. Regarding the cost of the test itself, it is likely that this will fall as new assays for anti-TNFs are developed. Additionally, it may ultimately be cost-effective to make a small increase in a dose that will prevent flares and possibly hospitalizations and surgeries. Finally, it is likely that TCM will result in significant dose de-escalation of some patients, and thus at the population level, the dose de-escalations can offset some of the costs of dose escalation. In our cohort, ultimately 15% of patients either de-escalated or stopped IFX, whereas 27% of patients de-escalated their IFX dose after the optimization phase in TAXIT.

In conclusion, based on the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetic principles of anti-TNF drugs, it is expected that patients will have varying serum trough concentrations. TCM of anti-TNFs allows for accurate titration to a target window. Although the exact target for IFX is unknown, the current evidence suggests it is greater than 3 μg/mL. We prefer to target concentrations greater than 5 μg/mL to account for variations in a patient’s clinical course that can lead to delayed doses or affect drug clearance. We would like to avoid undetectable trough concentrations that may predispose to antibody development and potential loss of response or infusion reactions. Additional studies are needed for other anti-TNFs to define the minimally effective concentration. The principles of TCM can be applied to other

---

**FIGURE 3.** Clinical algorithm for using proactive TCM of IFX trough concentrations for dosing and management of IFX. *High, low, and therapeutic concentrations are not exactly known. The authors suggest that > 10 μg/mL is high, whereas less than 5 μg/mL is low.*
monoclonal antibodies; however, the therapeutic window may differ. TCM represents a rational dosing strategy based on the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics and is consistent with current published literature that will likely optimize the management of anti-TNF medications in patients with IBD.
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